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 Word bank:
 disk        tusk  ask  task
 mask        desk  flask  whisk

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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Each line of the puzzle has one word hidden in a list of random letters. The blank space
is a missing letter that belongs to that word. Decide what word is hidden in the letters
and write in the space the missing letter. A word bank has been provided. Each word in
the word bank appears somewhere in the puzzle.

C O P I U S K E

L W M A K O G L

Y T A S P R A O

M K A S W J B R

W F W H S K H T

A. whisk B. task C. ask D. tusk E. mask

Print the words from the list in the empty boxes. The shape of the word must match the
shape of the boxes.

A. ask B. whisk C. flask D. mask E. desk F. task
G. disk H. tusk
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Complete each sentence with the words from the lesson 7 word
bank.

If we’d like to _________ a question, we raise
our hands.
There is a nametag on my __________ at
school.

She had some water in a cool bottle that she
called a __________.

To play the game I had to put the _________
into the computer.

I wear a face _________ to protect my face.

To make our eggs fluffy, we use a _________
to mix them.

A narwhal has a long __________.

Our first _________ was to write our names on
our papers.
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The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is
and write it on the blank line provided.

TSKU KAS

EKDS IWHKS

SDKI MKSA

LKSAF STAK

A. flask B. task C. disk D. whisk E. tusk F. mask
G. desk H. ask




